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Active hydrodynamic theories are a powerful tool to study the emergent ordered phases of inter-
nally driven particles such as bird flocks, bacterial suspension and their artificial analogues. While
theories of orientationally ordered phases are by now well established, the effect of chirality on
these phases is much less studied. In this paper, we present the first complete dynamical the-
ory of orientationally ordered chiral particles in two-dimensional incompressible systems. We show
that phase-coherent states of rotating chiral particles are remarkably stable in both momentum-
conserved and non-conserved systems in contrast to their non-rotating counterparts. Furthermore,
defect separation—which drives chaotic flows in non-rotating active fluids—is suppressed by intrinsic
rotation of chiral active particles. We thus establish chirality as a source of dramatic stabilization in
active systems, which could be key in interpreting the collective behaviors of some biological tissues,
cytoskeletal systems and collections of bacteria.
Biological systems are driven out of equilibrium by a
continuous supply of energy at the scale of constituent
particles. This nonequilibrium driving generates macro-
scopic forces and currents that are responsible for diverse
phenomena ranging from rotation of the cell nucleus [1]
to motion of tissues to flocking of starlings [2]. Active
hydrodynamics [3–6], which augments traditional theo-
ries of ordered fluids with extra “active” terms arising
from nonequilibrium driving, presents a general contin-
uum framework to model the macroscopic behaviour of
such microscopically driven systems.
Orientationally ordered phases in such active systems
have properties that are qualitatively distinct from their
equilibrium counterparts. This includes the existence of
long-range order in active versions of two-dimensional X-
Y models [7], anomalously large number fluctuations [3,
8], and a generic instability whereby an ordered phase of
active particles devolves to a spontaneously flowing state
in active momentum-conserved fluids [1, 9, 10].
Despite their variety, previous studies of active ori-
entable fluids are overwhelmingly restricted to achiral as-
semblies of particles. Biological objects are however gen-
erally chiral, and this microscopic chirality is manifested
at all scales up to the cellular [11] or even at multicellular
[12, 13] levels. Further, organisation of sperm cell into ro-
tating vortices [14, 15] and circular motion of bacteria at
a planar surface [16] have been reported. While some au-
thors have considered “circle swimmers” in the absence
of fluid hydrodynamics [15, 17–22] and three-dimensional
chiral active fluids [23–25], the dynamics of many two-
dimensional biological or biomimetic chiral systems in
the presence of hydrodynamic interactions ranging from
epithelia to confined bacterial suspensions remain poorly
understood.
In this paper, we consider orientationally ordered
phases of such systems in a wide array of experimen-
tally realisable dynamical settings. We consider both ne-
matic and polar objects in two-dimensional momentum-
conserved fluids, two-dimensional systems at the inter-
face between two fluids, and suspensions in contact with
substrates acting as momentum sinks. We study systems
that break top-bottom inversion symmetry, which allows
for new, strictly two-dimensional chiral stresses and ac-
tive rotation of individual particles. Such systems may
display ordered phases where many particles rotate in
phase in the plane, and we show that a fast enough rota-
tion suppresses the generic instability in these systems,
allowing long-range order under most conditions, includ-
ing momentum-conserved systems where it was hitherto
assumed that all orientationally ordered phases are gener-
ically destroyed by active forcing. We also demonstrate
that another destabilizing mechanism, the activity-driven
separation of ±1/2 defects in systems with nematic sym-
metry, is also suppressed by autonomous particle rota-
tion. Indeed, the self-propelled +1/2 defect generically
moves in circles, which prevents it from separating bal-
listically from a −1/2 defect. In chiral, yet non-rotating
systems, the +1/2 defects do propagate ballistically, al-
beit at an angle relative to the direction of their polarity.
In the following, we present a detailed study of the pro-
totypical case of apolar chiral particles in a momentum-
conserved two-dimensional film, and then discuss how
changing the modalities of momentum exchange with the
substrate and/or introducing polar particles modify our
results.
Results
Dynamical equations for an apolar chiral fluid
We describe our apolar suspension by a nematic order
parameter that depends on the two-dimensional position
vector r:
Q(r, t) =
S
2
(
cos 2θ sin 2θ
sin 2θ − cos 2θ
)
, (1)
where S denotes the degree of orientation and θ(r, t) is
the orientation angle of the apolar particles with respect
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2to the x axis. In the absence of fluid flow and activity,
the relaxational dynamics of the system is governed by
the standard Landau-de Gennes free energy functional,
which we write in a single Frank constant approximation
for simplicity:
H =
∫
d2r
[
α
2
Q : Q +
β
4
(Q : Q)2 +
K
2
(∇Q)2
]
. (2)
This free energy favours an orientationally ordered phase
when α < 0. We further introduce the hydrodynamic
velocity field v(r, t) and its symmetrized gradient tensor
Aij = ∂ivj+∂jvi. Including all terms allowed by symme-
try to leading order in gradients, the evolution equation
for the order parameter generically reads
DtQ = −ΓQH + λA− λc · A− 2Ω ·Q (3)
where Dt denotes the co-rotational derivative and  is
the two-dimensional Levi-Civita tensor. The first term
on the right-hand-side of Eq. (3) describes the passive
relaxation of Q under the influence of the passive torque
H = δH/δQ deriving from Eq. (2), and the second term
expresses the tendency of the apolar particles to orient
along the velocity gradient. The next two terms are ex-
plicitly chiral: the third is a coupling between orienta-
tion and flow allowed in passive fluids, while the fourth
is specifically active and describes the intrinsic rotation
of chiral particles. In a perfectly ordered phase without
any flow or concentration gradient, this last term makes
the ordering direction rotate globally at a constant rate:
∂tθ = Ω.
As the order parameter deviates from this perfectly
ordered configuration, flows are generated according to
the force balance equation
− η∇2v = −∇Π + ζ∇ ·Q− ζc∇ · ( ·Q), (4)
where η is the viscosity, Π the pressure enforcing the in-
compressibility constraint ∇ · v = 0, and ζ and ζc are
respectively achiral and chiral active coefficients. The
achiral active force stems from the fact that a local po-
larity leads to a local force in active systems; since ∇ ·Q
implies a local polarity (associated to bend or splay in
two dimensions), it leads to a local force along or opposite
this polarity depending on the sign of ζ [9]. By contrast,
the ζc term characterizes the fact that in the absence of
a left-right symmetry, a local polar distortion can lead
to a force in the direction transverse to it. Equation (4)
ignores passive force densities, which are proportional to
∇·H due to Onsager symmetry, as they are higher order
in gradients than the active force densities. It also uses
a simplified form for the viscous dissipation, taking the
viscosity η to be a scalar instead of a more general Q-
dependent rank four tensor. This simplification does not
change any of our results qualitatively even if an antisym-
metric “odd viscosity” specific to chiral nonequilibrium
systems is included [26, 27], as this term ends up being a
pure gradient and is therefore irrelevant to the dynamics
of incompressible flows.
Enhancement of linear stability by chiral rotation
Having set up the dynamical equations, we investigate
the stability of a homogeneous ordered phase with a
constant S = 1 rotating at a rate Ω. We thus write
θ(r, t) = Ωt+ δθ(r, t) where δθ denotes a small perturba-
tion. Using Eq. (4) to eliminate the velocity field, Eq. (3)
yields an evolution equation for the angle field δθq in
Fourier space. To zeroth order in wavevector q, it reads
∂tδθq = − 1
2η
{ζ cos[2(φ− Ωt)] + ζc sin[2(φ− Ωt)]}
× {1 + λ cos[2(φ− Ωt)]− λc sin[2(φ− Ωt)]}δθq, (5)
where φ is the angle that q makes with the x axis, im-
plying that (φ − Ωt) is the angle between the wavevec-
tor direction and the instantaneous ordering direction.
When both ζc and Ω vanish, Eq. (5) leads to the well-
known O(q0) mode of an active nematic [9]. This mode
has a positive q-independent growth rate for some values
of φ, irrespective of the value of ζ, reflecting the well-
known generic instability of active suspensions to either
bend (perturbation along the ordering direction) or splay
(perturbation transverse to the ordering direction) [3, 9].
Now considering a non-zero ζc at Ω = 0, the ordered
phase is still generically unstable as the relaxation rate
(ζ cos 2φ+ζc sin 2φ)(1+λ cos 2φ−λc sin 2φ) is always neg-
ative for some value of φ irrespective of the parameter val-
ues. This can be seen by noting that the relaxation rate
vanishes at least at tan 2φ0 = −ζ/ζc and depending on
the sign of the constant cos 2φ0[ζc + (λζc + ζλc) cos 2φ0],
must therefore be negative either for φ . φ0 or for
φ & φ0. If λ2 + λ2c < 1, this is also the only condi-
tion for a vanishing relaxation rate and therefore the φ
angle sector where the fluid is unstable would be exactly
equal to the sector in which it is stable. When λ2+λ2c > 1
the relaxation rate also vanishes for wavevectors at which
(1 +λ cos 2φ−λc sin 2φ) = 0 thereby making the φ angle
sector where the system is stable larger (or smaller) than
the sector where it is unstable. The instability of chiral
fluids is qualitatively similar to the generic instability of
achiral fluids with one crucial difference: unlike in active
nematics, its growth rate is not invariant under φ→ −φ,
reflecting the breaking of the left-right symmetry by chi-
rality. As a result of this symmetry breaking, when chi-
ral fluids are confined to and strongly anchored at the
boundary of a straight [10, 12] or annular [1, 11, 28] chan-
nel whose width is larger than the (∝ 1/√ζ) length-scale
for active instability, left-tilted and right-tilted patterns
are no longer equally probable. Now considering Ω 6= 0
systems, we find the rotation of the particles can suppress
this generic instability. This stabilization is most easily
understood in the fast-rotating limit where Ω (ζS)/2η
and Ω  (ζcS)/2η, meaning that the angular frequency
3of the particles is much larger than the growth rate of
the generic instability. Averaging over this fast rotation,
we obtain the effective long-time dynamics of the angular
fluctuations as
∂tδθq = −ζλ− ζcλc
4η
δθq. (6)
In this limit, angular fluctuations thus have an isotropic
relaxation rate independent of the wavevector magni-
tude. That rate is positive if ζλ > ζcλc, leading to
the stabilisation of the ordered phase. Since δθ is also
the phase of the angular rotation of the particles, this
implies that the fluctuations about the phase-coherent
state is damped out by the fluid-mediated interactions
(see section II A of [29] for a more detailed description
of this stabilisation). To understand this stabilization,
consider a system that, for Ω = 0, is unstable to bend
(φ ' 0) deformations and stable to splay (φ ' pi/2). In
such a system, when the global ordering direction rotates
at the rate Ω, a bend deformation becomes a splay defor-
mation after the rotation of the global ordering direction
through pi/2 (Fig. 1). Thus, for fast enough rotation, the
unstable configuration is converted into a stable one be-
fore the instability has had time to grow. In general, if for
Ω = 0 the the integral of the growth rate over all φ, i.e.,
all possible wavevector directions, is negative, rotation
of the particles at a fast enough Ω stabilises it. This is
reminiscent of the stability of a ball on a rotating saddle.
A similar stabilisation mechanism is also used in Paul
traps or quadrupolar ion traps; since static electric fields
are solenoidal and have both stable and unstable direc-
tions these devices trap ions by a fast switching of the
stable and the unstable directions. Further, since Eq. (6)
is independent of |q|, the relaxation rate of angular fluc-
tuations does not vanish even for infinite systems when
ζλ > ζcλc. As a result, when modelling a noisy system
by adding a small noise to (3) we find that the root mean
square value of δθ remains finite for q → 0 in two dimen-
sions i.e., limr→∞〈[θ(r, t) − θ(0, t)]2〉 does not diverge.
This implies that the system has long-range order even
in two dimensions. This chirality-induced spontaneously
rotating phase is the only known long-range ordered state
in two-dimensional momentum-conserved active systems.
Suppression of defect separation
Chirality also has important consequences beyond lin-
ear stability. At high activity (large ζ), the dynamics of
achiral active nematics is known to be governed by the
proliferation and motion of defects, which induce chaotic
flows beyond those predicted by a linear stability analysis
[30]. In nematics, the most abundant defects are those
with charge ±1/2, which can be parametrised by
θ = Ωt± 1
2
ψ, (7)
where ψ is the angle of the two-dimensional polar co-
ordinates. Defect pairs with no net topological charge
π / 2 rotation
(a)
unstable bend configuration stable splay configuration
(b)
FIG. 1. Stabilisation of the ordered phase due to the au-
tonomous rotation of chiral particles. (a) The achiral force
ζ∇ · Q (blue arrows) destabilizes a bent configuration by in-
ducing a torque that tends to enhance the distortion relative
to a perfectly horizontally aligned state. (b) As the particles
rotate by an angle pi/2, however, the bent configuration is
converted to a splayed configuration. This results in a rever-
sal of the achiral force, which now suppresses the distortion.
Depending on parameters, the superposition of these opposite
trends may result in a overall stable system.
are spontaneously nucleated even in equilibrium at any
finite noise-strength. In equilibrium, all such defects re-
combine due to the attractive force which scales as the
inverse of the separation between the defects. However,
in active systems dynamics is not governed by an energy
functional and in particular, any geometrically polar ob-
ject is inevitably associated with a propulsive force ei-
ther along or opposite to the polarisation direction. A
nematic +1/2 defect has a polar structure and there-
fore, in an achiral but active system, moves either in
the direction of or opposite to the polarity [30–32]. In
contrast, the −1/2 defects have a triaxial symmetry, im-
plying that they can only diffuse. As a result, the rel-
ative ballistic motion of the two types of defects leads
to a separation of (+ 12 ,− 12 ) defect pairs at least at low
noise (at intermediate noise strengths, the decorrelation
of the direction of motion of the +1/2 defect due to its ro-
tational diffusivity suppresses defect-separation resulting
in a reentrant nematic phase; see [33]). This activity-
driven unbinding of charge-neutral pairs at low noise (or
high activity) destroys the orientationally ordered phase
via an active analogue of Kosterlitz-Thouless transition
[33] and eventually results in spatio-temporal chaos. In
a chiral system, the self-propulsion velocity of +1/2 de-
fect is however markedly different: by introducing Eq. (7)
into the right-hand-side of Eq. (4), we can calculate the
active force density associated with a +1/2 defect ori-
ented along the x axis at t = 0 (see section IV of [29] for
4the detailed calculation):
f+1/2 =
1
2r
{ζ[cos(2Ωt)xˆ+ sin(2Ωt)yˆ]
− ζc[sin(2Ωt)xˆ− cos(2Ωt)yˆ]}, (8)
where r is the radial distance from the defect core. Using
the Oseen tensor appropriate for two-dimensional mo-
mentum conserved flows in a domain of size R, we calcu-
late the fluid velocity at the origin (i.e., at the centre of
the defect), which in turn advects the defect core [30]:
v+1/2 =
R
4η
{ζ[cos(2Ωt)xˆ+ sin(2Ωt)yˆ]
− ζc[sin(2Ωt)xˆ− cos(2Ωt)yˆ]} (9)
This is the self-propulsion velocity of a +1/2 defect in
a chiral apolar fluid. For non-rotating systems (Ω = 0),
we see that unlike in achiral systems, the defect does not
move along (or opposite) to its polarity but at an angle
tan−1(ζc/ζ) to it. In contrast, when Ω 6= 0 the polar
axis of the defect rotates systematically [see Fig. 2(a-b)].
Therefore, an isolated +1/2 defect does not move ballisti-
cally but in a circle of radius (R/4η)
√
ζ2 + ζ2c /2Ω. This
implies that a +1/2 defect nucleated at finite distance
from its −1/2 partner remains within a finite distance
of it, as opposed to continuously moving away from it,
simply due to the deterministic rotation of its direction
of motion. In addition to this rotation, the passive at-
tractive elastic interaction ∝ −(K/r2)r, where r is the
relative position of the defects, promotes the eventual
recombination of the ±1/2 pair. Figure 2(c) shows a
typical deterministic trajectory for this recombination,
and we further discuss its dynamics in Sec. V of the sup-
plement [29]. This implies that beyond conferring linear
stability, chirality-induced active rotation also leads to
the suppression of chaos-inducing defect-separation.
It is instructive to compare this mechanism for the
suppression of defect separation with the recently pro-
posed one for achiral active nematics [33]. There, the
rotational diffusivity of self-propelling +1/2 defects ulti-
mately suppresses defect separation at low but non-zero
noise strength. The same mechanism is operative in chi-
ral but non-rotating active nematics which implies that
defect unbinding in this case is suppressed for low enough
activity and intermediate noise-strengths. In contrast, in
spontaneously rotating nematics, we have shown that an
additional active mechanism, namely spontaneous rota-
tion of individual particles and hence, a coherent spon-
taneous rotation of the propulsion direction of a +1/2
defect, hinders defect-separation. This implies that the
re-entrant disordered phase that is generically present in
achiral active nematics [33] is absent in this case – the
spontaneously rotating ordered phase persists even at ar-
bitrarily small noise strengths.
Generality of our results
π / 4 rotation
(a) (b)
(c)+1/2 −1/2
FIG. 2. Rotation of a +1/2 defect and consequent recombi-
nation with its −1/2 partner. (a) The combined influence of
the achiral (ζ) and chiral (ζc) active forces endows a +1/2
defect with a self-propulsion velocity (blue arrow) that makes
an angle tan−1(ζc/ζ) with the main direction of the defect
(dashed line). (b) As each particle rotates autonomously, this
main direction rotates as well. The defect velocity thus also
rotates at a constant rate Ω, and the self-propelling defect
moves in a circle. (c) When in the vicinity of a −1/2 defect
(dark blue circle, assumed stationary here), the circling +1/2
defect is additionally attracted to it, leading to a recombina-
tion trajectory materialized by the solid black line (see the
supplement [29] for the defect equations of motion).
The qualitative conclusions described above for
momentum-conserved two-dimensional systems also
hold for more experimentally accessible two-dimensional
interfaces in contact with a three-dimensional fluid.
However, the relaxation rate of angular fluctuations
in these systems depend linearly on the wavevector
magnitude |q|:
∂tδθq = −|q|
8η
{ζ cos[2(φ− Ωt)] + ζc sin[2(φ− Ωt)]}
× {1 + λ cos[2(φ− Ωt)]− λc sin[2(φ− Ωt)]}δθq, (10)
where the fluids above and below the interface are both
taken to have a viscosity η for simplicity. As a result, an
Ω = 0 system is still unstable as q → 0. Nevertheless,
rotation stabilises the system and leads to a long-range
ordered phase as described above (see section II B of [29]
for a detailed discussion of this case). Our conclusions
about the motion of defects are also still valid.
Our basic conclusion regarding the enhanced stabilisa-
tion due to the chiral rotation of particles is also valid
for a system that exchanges momentum with a solid sub-
strate, e.g., an epithelial cell layer. This case is however
more complex than the previous ones, as the force bal-
ance equation Eq. (4) is modified in two crucial ways.
First, a frictional force −Γv is introduced. Second, a
further achiral active force 2ζ2Q · (∇ ·Q) is allowed [34].
In this system, the relaxation rate of angular fluctuations
5is proportional to O(q2) due to the presence of friction.
As a result, the root mean square value of δθ in this case
diverges logarithmically, which in turn implies that the
ordered phase only has quasi-long-range order. The con-
clusions reached earlier about the lack of φ→ −φ symme-
try of the relaxation rate and the motion of defects when
Ω = 0 remain valid, however. The fast rotations for large
Ω 6= 0 again wash away the anisotropy of the angular
relaxation rate, leading to an average growth equation
∂tδθq = − q
2
4Γ
(2ζ2 + λζ − λcζc)δθq − ΓQKq2δθq, (11)
with similar characteristics to Eq. (5) (see Sec II C of
[29]. As before, +1/2 defects move in circle. Note that
while achiral apolar fluids on a substrate are not gener-
ically unstable even at high activities [34], the sponta-
neous rotation of the chiral particles enlarges the range
of parameter in which the chiral system is stable relative
to the achiral one. In particular, unlike in the achiral
case, neither ζ2 > ζ1 nor |λ| < 1 is essential for stability.
Now considering polar particles instead of apolar ones,
our conclusions regarding the stability of the long-ranged
ordered rotating phase and generic instability of the non-
rotating one remain unchanged for both free-standing
films or those exchanging momentum with a three-
dimensional fluid. Indeed, in these momentum-conserved
systems, polarity does not affect the dynamics at lowest
order in gradients (see section III A and B of [29]). The
case where the particles are in contact with a substrate
does however qualitatively differ from its apolar counter-
part, as it allows for particles that both self-propel and
rotate. These particles thus swim in circles. The absence
of momentum conservation additionally allows for a cou-
pling between the polarization of the particles and the
velocity of the fluid. In the presence of an incompressible
fluid, which was ignored in previous treatments [17–21],
these couplings can enhance the stability of the ordered
phase coherent state of these circle swimmers, leading to
a stable long-range ordered phase with a relaxation rate
independent of system size [35] and section III C of [29].
The theory presented here may be extended to study
the dynamics of concentration fluctuations as well. We
perform this analysis in section VI of the supplement [29],
and show that the number fluctuations in almost all ro-
tating ordered phases are normal, i.e., the root mean
square number fluctuations in a region containing N par-
ticles on average scale as
√
(δN)2 ≈ √N , as it should in
all equilibrium systems. The number fluctuations in the
chiral apolar phase on a substrate are however giant and
scale as
√
(δN)2 ≈ N both when Ω = 0 and Ω 6= 0 (see
section VI B 3 of [29] for a more detailed discussion of
this case).
Discussions
Our study has implications for recent experiments sug-
gesting that some epithelial cell layers form chiral, albeit
non-rotating phases [12]. These cellular aggregates dis-
play an asymmetry between left and right-tilted patterns
when confined in narrow straight channels, as predicted
by our theory. Such experiments should additionally al-
low for the measurement of the direction of propagation
of a +1/2 defect, which we predict should be tilted at an
angle tan−1(ζc/ζ) with respect to their polarity axis. As
a result, the measurement of this angle can immediately
reveal the strength of chiral active forces relative to the
achiral ones.
Beyond these non-rotating systems, chiral rotation
has recently been observed in a nematic quasi-two-
dimensional layer of microtubules with kinesin mo-
tors [36, 37]. In these system, microtubules locally rotate
in synchrony, with their phase being preserved over dis-
tances of milimetres i.e. hundreds of times the length of
microtubules. This persistence of order is striking when
compared with the rapid onset of spatiotemporal chaos
in non-rotating microtubule assays [38], and could hint
at a stabilization of order by rotation. Furthermore, in-
creased density of microtubules or enhanced volume ex-
clusion interaction led to the disruption of the ordered
state in [37], as is to be expected since steric interaction
and large densities hinder the formation of locally rotat-
ing phases. Reproducing these rotating phases at a two-
fluid interface in conditions similar to those of Ref. [38]
would yield more insights into their relative stability as
in this case, the non-rotating ordered phase is gnerically
unstable even at infitesmal activity. Further, an exami-
nation of the motion of topological defects in these exper-
iments would allow for the verification of the predicted
circular motion of +1/2 defects.
Finally, our predictions regarding polar chiral swim-
mers could also be tested experimentally, for instance
using sperm cells or bacterial strains known to swim in
circles near a solid surface [14, 16, 39]. A dense collec-
tion of such sperm cells or bacteria in a confined channel
would be an example of a polar chiral fluid. We pre-
dict that such systems can sustain a state of long-range
synchronised circular motion due to hydrodynamic in-
teractions, somewhat akin to the “vortex array” phase
described in [14] (albeit there, each “vortex” contains
multiple sperm cells).
While our theory provides a generic explanation for
stability of rotating active phases in biological systems
such as in [36, 37], a truly discriminating test for our
stability mechanism would require decoupling chiral ro-
tation and activity – it would involve demonstrating that
an achiral but active orientationally ordered state is un-
stable while the same system, with the same level of ac-
tivity but with chiral rotation remains stable. At present,
this degree of control is unavailable in biological systems.
However, artificial chiral anisotropic particles [40] en-
dowed with a self-propulsion mechanism [41–43] may pro-
vide an ideal test-bed for such well-controlled and quan-
titative tests. Such chiral active swimmers can be engi-
6neered, for instance, using chemotactic colloids [42, 44]
in which the mobility axis, which depends on the shape
of the particle, is not coincident with the chemical axis
i.e., the axis along which the catalytic coat is applied.
A further apparent difficulty for experimental tests of
our theory concerns obtaining the synchronised rotating
state itself. Liquid crystals are generally thought to ori-
ent via steric interactions which however can not lead
to synchronisation of rod-shaped rotating particles. This
is, however, not as great a difficulty as it appears at first
sight: ordering in both polar and apolar active fluids is
known to set in even at low densities at which direct steric
interactions between the particles is irrelevant [35, 45–47]
due to hydrodynamic or other interactions which do not
depend on physical contact between the particles. Such
interactions are possible in chiral rotating systems as well
[47] and would generically lead to the kind of ordered
states that we have considered here and our detailed pre-
dictions regarding stability and defect motion may be
quantitatively tested, with the various phenomenological
coefficients appearing in our models being determined di-
rectly from the design parameters of the active particles.
More precisely, a measurement of the static structure fac-
tor of δθ fluctuations, when the rotating active fluid is
stable, would scale as the inverse of the relaxation rate
in (6) or its equivalent expressions for systems on a sub-
strate or at an interface between two fluids. Overall, we
argue that the study of chiral active systems has the po-
tential to overturn the widespread belief that incoherent
flows are inevitable in active systems.
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